With regard to the second law of thermodynamics, as given by equation (6), it should be noted that the sign "is greater than" applies to the case of a system which is approaching the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium and implies a difference between "forward" and "backward" directions for the time-like coordinate x4. The equality sign, on the other hand, may characterize either a system which is in a condition Qf thermodynamic equilibrium, or one in which changes in the direction of equilibrium are not taking place. To distinguish the important case of thermodynamic equilibrium from one of mere delayed change is usually not difficult, since it is merely necessary to see if zero is the maximum possible value for the integral in equation (6). 1 Lenz, W., Physik. Z., 27, 1926 (642-645).
1923, equations 54.22 and 76.3. 4 For the reduction see Eddington, 1. c., equations 51.31 and 51.51. 5 For the reduction see Eddington, 1. c., equations 51.11 and 51.12. 6 In the immediately following we shall regard the universe as a whole as an isolated system. I hope to give a further elucidation of this point at a later time. Introduction.-When two similar electrodes are immersed in a suitable solution and one of the electrodes is illuminated, the other being kept in the dark, an e.m.f. is produced which varies with the time of illumination. On cutting off the illumination this e.m.f. decreases with time. The effect is well shown using fluorescent solutions such as rhodamine, eosin and fluorescein.
ON THE VARIATION OF THE ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE IN
The e.m.f. was first attributed by Goldmann' and others to a photoelectric effect, electrons being set free from the photosensitive molecules. Recent work, however, by Perrin2 and Wood3 on the photochemical changes produced in fluorescent solutions by illumination, lead one to believe that the e.m.f. owes its origin, in great part, to such photochemical modification of the fluorescent electrolyte as would take place at the illuminated electrode. The e.m.f. can then be attributed to the increase in concentration of the new material or materials formed in the neighbor-hood of the illuminated electr(ide, together with the decrease in concentration of the original material. Assuming that the transformation brought about by illumination is irreversible and, therefore, permanent, Russell,4 working with a solution of rhodamine in absolute alcohol, has recently suggested that the decay of the e.m.f. with time, when the illumination ceases, is due to the diffusion of the changed material away from the neighborhood of the illuminated electrode, and describes experiments in support of this view.
The present paper describes a new type of cell and disposition of apparatus designed to eliminate, as far as possible, the effects of diffusion, and certain experiments which have been carried out on the variation of the effect with intensity of illumination.~~~~~~~~~a . alum in water to absorb the infra-red radiation. Two fine platinum wires, suitably mounted, can be placed centrally, one in each box of the cell, to act as electrodes. T-he illuminated electrode is connected to one pair of quadrants of an electrometer, the other pair being earthed, together with the unilluminated -electrode. The whole of the apparatus is surrounded by an air-tight, earthed metal box, the bottom of which is covered with a portion of the same solution as is used in the experiments to hinder evaporation from the cell. Light passes into this box, and so to the cell, through a glass window, in front of which is a shutter which can be raised or lowered at will. The fine connecting stem of the cell prevents any appreciable diffusion from one box to the other. In order to prevent diffusion to or from the electrode which is to be illuminated, it is necessary to have uniform intensity of illumination throughout, so that a uniform change is produced.
The following consideration shows that this uniformity is approximately realized in a very narrow box when very dilute solutions are used. If Io be the incident intensity at each liquid face of the cell box, and the emergent intensity of each beam fo2, then the intensity at the center of the box, due to light passing in one direction, is lox. Thus the total intensity at the center of the box is 21ox and at each liquid face of the box it is I(l + x2). As the width of the box and the concentration of the solution decrease, x approaches a limiting value which is unity. Thus, using a very narrow box and a dilute solution, the value of the intensity throughout the cell closely approximates to uniformity, approaching in the limit the value 2Io.
It is to be noted that in the cell and disposition of apparatus described, the intensity of illumination, and, therefore, the amount of photochemical change produced, is always least at the center of the box and increases gradually towards the boundaries. As the electrode is situated at the center of the box, it is seen that the effect of diffusion of the changed material would be to cause an increase of the e.nm.f., when the illumination ceases.
Experimental.-A solution containing 0.05 gram of fluorescein and 10.0 grams of caustic soda per liter of distilled water, was used in the following experiments. A fresh portion Qf the solution was used for each illumination; the solution itself was kept always in the dark. The platinum electrodes were thoroughly cleaned and when not in use were kept immersed in some of the same fluorescent solution. Figure 2 gives a curve showing the growth of the e.m.f. with time when one of the boxes is illuminated, -and the subsequent behavior of the e.m.f. with time when the incident radiation ceases. During illumination the e.m.f. first of all attains a small positive value which quickly diminishes and, passing through zero, takes on a much greater negative value which increases with time, finally approaching-a maximum value. On cutting off the illumination the e.m.f. has a slight increase, after which it decreases very slowly in the dark.
As any effect of diffusion would tend to increase the e.m.f. when illumination ceases, it would seem that the photochemical change produced is very slowly reversible.
However, as the e.m.f. which attains a value corresponding to 134 scale divisions in one-half hour of illumination, only decays to an extent corresponding to 8 scale divisions in an hour, and thereafter a further 15 Growth curves were then obtained for various intensities of illumination. The intensity of illumination was progressively cut-down by placing in the path of the incident beam a series of photographic plates which had been exposed for varying times, and which, therefore, varied in "blackness." Comparative measures of the intensities were made with a sensitive linear thermopile connected to a low resistance galvanometer, the photoactive cell being replaced by the thermopile for such measurements. Figure 3 gives the family of growth curves obtained in this manner for various intensities of illumination. The fact that a saturation point in the magnitude of the effect is approached with increasing intensity is 276 PRo?c. N. A. S. evident and is well shown in the family of curves given in figure 4 , where the e.m.f. attained after a given time of illumination is plotted against intensity, for several given times of illumination.
It is seen that, in general, for a given time of illumination, the magnitude of the e.m.f. attained increases with increasing intensity' in such a fashion as to approach a maximum value for high intensities. Neglecting the small initial positive e.m.f., as the subsequent negative e.m.f. is greatly predominant, there is a marked similarity between the two sets of curves given, pointing to a general relation which may be expressed as follows:
For any given intensity of illumination, the variation of the negative e.m.f. with time is similar to the variation of this e.m.f. with intensity for any given time of illumination.
Discussion.-Perrin2 and Wood3 have shown that when fluorescent solutions, including that used in the experiments here described, are illuminated, a photochemical transformation takes place, the original material gradually disappearing and giving rise to another or possibly other forms. It is thus reasonable to suppose that the e.m.f. produced VoL. 14, 1928 PHYSICS: W. RULE in such a photoactive cell as has been described, is in large part due to such photochemical change. According to the Bunsen-Roscoe law, the rate of change. in a photochemical process is proportional to the intensity of the exciting radiation, and the total amount of change is proportional to the product of the intensity and the time of illumination. If the e.m.f. here discussed is due to a photochemical change, it will vary, in some way as yet undetermined, with the amount of change which has taken place. As this latter is proportional to the product of the intensity and the time of illumination, it is seen that, for a given time of illumination, the e.m.f. will vary with intensity in just the same way that the e.m.f. varies with the time of illumination for a given intensity. Also, the curve obtained by plotting the e.m.f. against the product of intensity and time of illumination should be the same for all intensities. The experimental results previously given are only in approximate agreement with these latter conclusions. The divergencies for small values of the product of intensity and time of illumination may be accounted for by the existence of the small positive e.m.f. initially present, and the fact that the long period of the electrometer causes the recorded value of the e.m.f. to lag behind the true value when the rate of change of e.m.f. with time is large, as is the case with the higher intensities. For large values of the product of intensity and time of illumination, the divergencies are in the opposite sense and would indicate that high intensities acting for a certain time are more effective in producing photochemical change than lower intensities acting for a proportionally longer time. In this connection it is to be noted that Wood3 has recorded a similar violation of the Bunsen-Roscoe law for eosin.
In so far as the experimental results here discussed are in general agreement with photochemical laws, they support the view that the e.m.f. of the photoactive cell described owes its origin, in great part, to the photochemical modification of the fluorescent electrolyte.
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